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Bandgap Engineering in OH-Functionalized Silicon 
Nanocrystals: Interplay between Surface Functionalization 
and Quantum Confinement

Marius Bürkle,* Mickaël Lozac’h, Calum McDonald, Davide Mariotti, Koji Matsubara, 
and Vladimir Švrček

In this work, a systematic first-principles study of the quasi-band structure of 
silicon nanocrystals (Si-NCs) is provided, focusing on bandgap engineering 
by combining quantum confinement of the electronic states with OH surface-
functionalization. A mapping between the bandgap, Si-NC diameter, and the 
degree of hydroxide coverage is provided, which can be used as a guideline 
for bandgap engineering. Complementary to first-principles calculations, the 
photoluminescence (PL) wavelength of Si-NCs in the quantum-confinement 
regime is measured with well-defined diameters between 1 and 4 nm. The 
Si-NCs are prepared by means of a microplasma technique, which allows 
a surfactant-free engineering of the Si-NCs surface with OH groups. The 
microplasma treatment technique allows us to gradually change the degree 
of OH coverage, enabling us, in turn, to gradually shift the emitted light in 
the PL spectra by up to 100 nm to longer wavelengths. The first-principles cal-
culations are consistent with the experimentally observed dependence of the 
wavelengths on the OH coverage and show that the PL redshift is determined 
by the charge transfer between the Si-NC and the functional groups, while on 
the other hand surface strain plays only a minor part.
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Bohr radius for silicon was estimated to 
be merely 4.2 nm,[2] which brings another 
important feature at nanometer size: the 
large surface to bulk ratio. It has been 
established that both the quantum con-
finement and a defined functionalization 
of the silicon nanocrystal (Si-NC) surface 
and the control of the surface chemistry 
is crucial for tailoring the optical proper-
ties of Si-NCs.[3–7] Obviously, the impact 
of surface functionalization is more sig-
nificant for nano crystals below 4 nm with 
strong quantum confinement of electrons 
and holes. The interplay of quantum 
confinement effect and surface function-
alization might even lead to a change of 
the nature of the bandgap from indirect 
to direct.[6,8–11] The challenge is how to 
effectively modify the surface of Si-NCs 
at quantum confinement size without dis-
turbing the transport within the Si-NCs. 
Hydride terminated Si-NCs are widely 
studied since they are available at high 

purities allowing good photoluminescent properties.[12–15] How-
ever, the surface functionalization is only possible using alkenes 
and alkynes via hydrosilylation, which limits the functional 
groups that can be bound on the Si-NC’s surface.[12,13] Due 
to these limitations, mostly alkyl chains are currently used to 
stabilize the Si-NC’s surface against oxidation. This treatment 
forms an insulating layer on the Si-NC’s surface, which possibly 
hampers their applicability in, e.g., solar cells.[16] In this sense, 
the use of atmospheric pressure plasmas for the surface treat-
ment of Si-NCs prepared by electrochemical etching is advan-
tageous[9,17] as it allows a surfactant-free fabrication of Si-NCs, 
that is, it largely avoids contamination of the NC surface by 
active agents (i.e., surfactants)[18] that are normally present on 
the NC surface when prepared, for instance, by chemical syn-
thesis from precursors.[19] Thus, the microplasma capability of 
coupling plasmas with Si-NCs in colloids provides a comple-
mentary approach to traditional wet chemistry,[19] and is espe-
cially attractive as it allows: i) ease storage, ii) processing via 
low-cost techniques such as screen printing, and iii) to supply 
and use the Si-NCs in liquids, for example, when intended for 
medical applications.[20]

In recent years we have developed and studied atmospheric 
plasmas induced surface engineering of Si-NCs prepared by 

Bandgap Engineering

1. Introduction

Silicon (Si) is one of the most abundant elements on Earth and 
indispensable in the microelectronic and photovoltaic industry. 
However, bulk Si is an in direct bandgap semiconductor, which 
limits its applicability, e.g., in light-emitting devices and high-
efficiency third-generation solar cells. Unlike bulk Si, small par-
ticles of silicon, about a few nanometers in size, allow energy 
bandgap tuning by the quantum confinement effect that gives 
luminescent properties at room temperature with a photo-
luminescent quantum yield of up to 60–75%.[1] The exciton 
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electrochemical etching from high-quality wafers,[9,21] which 
allows us to fabricate surfactant-free and well-defined Si-NCs 
with sizes within the quantum confinement regime and to 
functionalize the Si-NC surface with OH groups. The high 
crystalline quality, which is not perturbed by the atmospheric 
plasma treatment,[9,22,23] and good definition of the Si-NCs 
before and after atmospheric plasma treatments have been con-
firmed by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
(HRTEM) and Raman.[22,23] Furthermore, surface characteri-
zation by means of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)[24] 
and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)[17,22] clearly 
shows that our atmospheric-plasma-based approach mostly acts 
on the NC surface,[9] and the surface chemistry after the plasma 
treatments was quantified by means of FTIR, confirming the 
OH functionalization.[22,24]

To engineer the bandgaps and optical properties of tailored 
Si-NCs a precise control of both, the size and the surface chem-
istry, is necessary. It has been shown experimentally and theo-
retically that replacement of H-terminations with oxygen-based 
terminations such as Si-OH or Si-O-R (i.e., including radicals) 
in Si-NCs produces a consistent shift toward longer wave-
lengths (the so-called redshift) in the photoluminescence (PL) 
spectra and an enhanced PL quantum yield.[24,25] In this study 
we take advantage of the possibility to gradually change the OH 
coverage of Si-NCs with well-defined sizes in the quantum con-
finement regime using the microplasma at atmospheric pres-
sure, as outlined above, where the atmospheric microplasma 
was generated between a nickel tubing and the surface of the 
ethanol-Si-NCs colloidal dispersion, whereby a carbon rod 
held at positive voltage was used as counter electrode while 
the nickel tubing was connected to the ground. We observe a 
gradual shift of the emitted light in the photoluminescence 
spectra by around 100 nm to longer wavelengths. Previous the-
oretical studies already suggested that varying Si-NC size and 
OH functionalization can lead to a redshift of the PL spectra due 
to charge redistribution at the Si-NC surface,[3,4] however, these 
studies focus on small clusters with a single OH group; a sys-
tematic study addressing the coverage dependence of realistic-
sized systems has yet to be provided. In this work we therefore 
consider by means of first-principles calculations both Si-NC 
crystals with sizes corresponding to the diameters present in 
experiment and gradually varying OH coverage. This allows us 
to elucidate the origin of experimentally observed redshift in a 
systematic way. We show that the redshift is mainly caused by 
charge redistribution at the Si-NC surface and only to a minor 
extent by mechanical strain. Based on our systematic study we 
provide a simple guide line for bandstructure engineering with 
respect to an optimal combination of quantum confinement, 
i.e., particle size, and surface functionalization.

2. Results and Discussion

First, we analyze the size of the Si-NC studied in this work. 
The Si-NCs diameter is a critical feature that directly influences 
the bandgap of the Si-NCs and can determine the outcome of 
the OH functionalization through the microplasma processing 
technique. The size distribution of the Si-NCs after the DC 
microplasma processing is obtained from transmission electron 

microscope (TEM) analysis[26] and given in Figure 1. Our Si-NCs 
show a narrow size distribution with diameters between 1 nm 
to 6 nm. The average diameter of the optical active Si-NCs, 
due to quantum confinement,[3,27,28] is given by ≈2.3 nm and 
narrowly peaked between 1 nm and 4 nm. In the next step we 
functionalize the Si-NC surface. During the microplasma pro-
cessing the Si-NCs gradually acquire oxygen-based termination, 
including, with a vary degree of coverage, Si-OH groups.[9,17] 
The PL spectra of the surface engineered Si-NCs shifts thereby 
to longer wavelengths as a function of the processing time, i.e., 
with increasing OH coverage. The shift of the PL spectra satu-
rates after ≈80 min of processing time at 0.22 ± 0.02 eV which 
corresponds to a wavelength shift of around 100 nm from 590 
to 690 nm (Figure 3a). Where it has to be noted that the experi-
mentally observed PL shift is the average over the particle size 
of the optical active Si-NCs as it is not possible in experiment to 
resolve the PL shift individually for each particle size present. 
To relate the average PL shift to the OH coverage, i.e., number 
of OH units on the Si-NC surface, we assume a Langmuir-like 
adsorption rate[29] nOH(t) = nmax(1 − e−λt) which allows us to 
express the shift σ(t) = σ0 − γnOH(t) of the initial PL maxima  
σ(t = 0) = σ0 in terms of the processing time as 

t t( ) 1 e ,0σ σ δ ( )= − − λ−

 
(1)

where we combined the maximum OH coverage nmax with 
the average substituent shift per OH unit γ to δ = γnmax and 
assume a time independent adsorption rate λ > 0. While 
Equation (1) only takes the substituent induced PL shift into 
account, neglecting, e.g., inhomogeneous surface reconstruc-
tion, different kind of adsorbates, varying surface to volume 
ratio, it reproduces the observed time dependence closely 
(Figure 3b) suggesting that the observed shift is indeed mainly 
caused by one well-defined functional group and that for the 
particle size present the adsorption remains comparable. More-
over, it is worth noting that the relative PL shift is almost com-
plete with an OH coverage between 75% and 90% (Figure 3c).

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2017, 1701898

Figure 1. Size distribution of the Si-NCs obtained from TEM analysis. 
TEM images (inset): Reproduced with permission.[24] Copyright 2013, 
Wiley-VCH.
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To elucidate the origin of the PL shift we performed density 
functional theory (DFT) calculations of the quasi band struc-
ture[30,31] for Si-NCs with diameters of 1.8, 2.4, and 2.9 nm 
(Figure 2), and gradually increasing OH coverage from 0% 
to 100% (by 25% steps) by successively replacing randomly 
selected hydrogen atoms with OH in each step. Where it is 
worth noting that there are no energetically preferable binding 
sites for OH and only small variations of the charge transfer 
with respect to the actual OH binding position (see Supporting 
Information). The corresponding quasi band structure for OH 
coverage of 0%, 50%, and 100% is summarized in Figure 4a, 
where we have taken the thermal broadening of the levels into 
account, which leads to the formation of quasi continuous 
bands at room temperature (T = 300 K), especially it tends to 
smear out minigaps, which are known to affect the relaxation 
of hot electrons.[31] Where it has to be noted that, due to the 
lack of translational symmetry, points in different Brillouin 
zones (BZ) are not equivalent,[31] here we plot the quasi-band 
structure from Γ0 in the first BZ to X and then Γ1 in an adja-
cent BZ. In the following we focus on the transition between 
the conductance band edge at the X-point and the valence 
band edge at Γ1, which is consistent with the experimentally 
observed indirect bandgap. For the smallest cluster, d = 1.8 nm, 
with 100% OH an additional transition can occur between Γ0 
and Γ1, which can however expected to be suppressed as Γ0 
and Γ1 are located in different BZs and corresponding sig-
natures were not observed in experiment. The dependence 
of the bandgap on the Si-NC diameter and OH coverage is 

summarized in Figure 4b. Comparing the calculated bandgaps 
directly with experiment is, however, difficult due to the well-
known deficiency of approximate DFT to quantitatively predict 
the bandgaps of semiconductors[32] and due to the size distribu-
tion of the Si-NC diameters present in experiment resulting in 
an size-average PL shift. Moreover, it has been shown that cor-
rections introduced by time dependent methods are minimal 
in Si-NCs based systems[33] and that the one-particle picture is 
able to capture the essential electronic properties correctly due 
an approximate cancelation of self-energy and Coulomb correc-
tions.[33–35] Therefore, the relative PL shift σ(t)/σ0 between the 
pristine Si-NCs with hydrogen termination (σ0) and the ones 
with increasing OH coverage (σ(t)) can be expected to be well 
reproduced by our static DFT picture and to be approximately 
independent of the actual diameter of the Si-NCs studied here. 
As shown in Figure 3c, the calculated relative PL shifts for all 
three Si-NC diameters follows the experimentally observed 
trend and are consistent with the assumed Langmuir-like time 
dependence of the OH coverage and remains roughly inde-
pendent of the particle size, supporting the assumption made 
above that the adsorption rate is in first-order indeed inde-
pendent of the particle size. An exception is the smallest Si-NC 
(d = 1.8 nm) with large OH coverage (75% and 100%) where 
the calculated relative PL shifts are larger than what we observe 
in experiment, which is mainly related to diffuse states at the 
band edges caused by the strong interplay between quantum 
confinement and surface functionalization.

For 0% of OH coverage we observe with decreasing Si-NC 
size a bandgap opening[36,37] of around 0.6 eV (Figure 4b). Con-
versely, increasing the OH coverage leads to a reduction of the 
bandgap. The effect of surface engineering with OH is more 
pronounced for the smallest clusters (d = 1.8 nm). Essentially 
both important effects present at nanoscale: the quantum con-
finement effect which leads to a bandgap opening and the influ-
ence of surface functionalization which allows to a decrease 
the bandgap can be clearly observed here. To tune the optical 
properties at nanoscale by means of bandgap engineering both 
effects must be taken into account. The possible range of suit-
able combinations of size and OH coverage for bandgap engi-
neering are indicated by A and B. In A the bandgap opening 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2017, 1701898

Figure 3. a) Measured PL shift for pristine Si-NCs (t = 0 min, right-hand line) and after t = 16 min (middle line) and t = 80 min (left-hand line) processing 
times. b) Measured PL intensities fitted into Equation (1) assuming a Langmuir-like time dependence (solid line). c) Relative PL shifts obtained from 
theory, experiment, and Equation (1) fitted into the experimental results (solid line). For the calculated Si-NCs with d = 1.8 nm, the data points at 75% 
and 100% OH coverage have been omitted as they do not follow the observed dependence.

Figure 2. Si-NCs considered in the DFT calculations, here shown with 
hydrogen passivation.
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effect dominates over the OH coverage induced effects for 
coverage below 60%. Area B indicates the bandgap decreasing 
that is triggered for OH coverage above 75% and is also more 
pronounced at smaller cluster size due to the large surface to 
volume ratio.

After giving the quantitative discussion of the PL shift we 
want to rationalize its origin. Essentially the OH groups will 
give rise to i) a substituent related shift of the orbital energies 
due to charge transfer between the OH groups and the Si-NCs, 
and ii) strain induced by atomic rearrangement at the Si-NCs 
surface. For methyl-passivated silicon nanocrystals it has been 
suggested that the latter effects can lead to large variations of 
the optical properties,[6] for the polar OH groups it is on the 
other hand reasonable to assume that the former effect may play 
a decisive role. To quantify both effects we calculated the charge 
distribution on the Si-NC[38] (Figure 5a) and the absolute strain 
relative to the bulk Si-Si distance (Figure 5b), both averaged 
over nearest neighbor shells. First, we consider the effect of the 
charge transfer between the Si-NC and the functional groups. 
The charge redistribution mainly occurs at the outermost 
three layers of the Si-NC. On the outermost shell electrons are 
depleted, while on the next inner shell partial negative charge 
is accumulated. With increasing OH coverage, i.e., increasing 
charge transfer, the partial positive charge on the outermost 
shell increases significantly, while the inner shells remain on 
average neutral. Accordingly we observe a large increase of 
the absolute dipole moment |p|, which is approximately van-
ishing for the pristine Si-NCs with hydrogen passivation and 
|p|d = 1.8 nm ≈ 50 D, |p|d = 2.4 nm ≈ 12 D, and |p|d = 2.9 nm ≈ 39 D for 
100% OH. The charge transfer decreases the energy of both 
the conductance and valence states; however, the shift Δc for 
the conduction band-like unoccupied states is larger than the 
shift Δv for the valence band-like occupied levels leading to the 
overall decrease of the bandgap with increasing OH coverage 

(Figure 5c). Next, we want to discuss the effects of the induced 
strain. Essentially, the average absolute strain remains small 
and does not exceed 1.1% for the outermost two shells and 
decreases rapidly for the inner shells where the lattice is only 
weakly perturbed (Figure 5b). In order to separate the effects of 
the strain from the substituent induced effects we adopt the fol-
lowing model. For the Si-NC with d = 2.9 nm we take the atomic 
positions of Si from the fully relaxed structure with 100% OH 
coverage but we replace the OH groups with hydrogen. For this 
Si-NC we relax the atomic positions of the hydrogen atoms but 
we keep the Si atoms fixed, i.e., we impose strain similar to the 
fully OH covered Si-NC. The corresponding band structure of 
the Si-NC with imposed strain as well as the band structure of 
the Si-NC without imposed strain, i.e., the fully relaxed pristine 
Si-NC with H passivation, is given in Figure 5d. Essentially, the 
imposed strain leads to a slightly increased k-space delocaliza-
tion due to the perturbation of the Si lattice and only to minor 
level shift which is essentially negligible compared to the previ-
ously discussed substituent shift. Thus, for the OH-functional-
ized Si-NCs studied here the change of the optical properties 
is induced by the changes of the surface electronic structure 
caused by charge transfer between the polar OH groups and 
the Si-NC rather than by mechanical strain.

3. Conclusion

To summarize, for silicon nanocrystals in the quantum confine-
ment regime we showed that functionalizing the surface of ini-
tially hydrogen passivated nanocrystals with OH groups leads 
to an substantial redshift in the photoluminescence spectra of 
0.22 ± 0.02 eV corresponding to a shift to longer wavelength 
of around 100 nm. The experimental observations are rational-
ized by systematic study of the size and coverage dependence 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2017, 1701898

Figure 4. a) Quasi-band structure obtained from DFT calculations for 0%, 50%, and 100% OH coverage (for brevity 25% and 75% have been omitted), 
where the energy origin has been set into mid gap. b) Dependence of the calculated bandgap on the Si-NC diameter and OH coverage, where the 
bandgap is represented by the contour color. The two regions favorable for bandgap engineering are marked A and B.
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of the bandgap using density functional theory calculations 
which reproduce the observed relative PL shift well. Our calcu-
lations show that essentially the effect of the OH groups is two-
fold; they give rise to charge transfer and redistribution at the 
outermost silicon shells of the nanocrystals, and they lead to 
strain induced by atomic rearrangement of the surface atoms. 
Based on these findings we conclude that for the OH groups 
studied here, the former effect dominates and the experimen-
tally observed shift of the photoluminescence spectra mainly 
originates in substituent related effects and that the mechanical 
strain only plays a subordinate role. Our calculations emphasis 
the favorable domains for bandgap engineering at nanoscale. 
Where it is important to stress that with the approach pre-
sented in this work it is possible to gradually tune the optical 
properties over a wide range by suitable combinations of Si-NC 
diameter and OH coverage.

4. Experimental Section
Preparation of Functionalized Nanocrystals: Surface engineering by 

DC microplasma setup was used as reported elsewhere.[17] A powder 
containing only Si-NCs was produced by electrochemical etching of a 
silicon wafer and subsequent mechanical pulverization.[17] In particular, 
5 mg of the Si-NCs powder was dispersed in 20 mL of ethanol. In order 
to remove the largest aggregates, the dispersion was left to settle for 

15 min and the supernatant part has been used to produce a 10 mL 
sample of the ethanol-Si-NC’s colloidal dispersion. The microplasma 
was generated between a nickel (Ni) tubing (inner diameter 0.7 mm and 
outer diameter 1 mm) and the surface of the ethanol-Si-NCs colloidal 
dispersion. As a counter electrode, a carbon rod of 5 mm diameter is 
immersed in the colloidal solution at a distance of about 3 cm from 
the Ni tubing. A positive voltage was applied to the carbon rod while 
the nickel tubing was connected to the ground through a 100 k Ohm 
resistor. Pure argon was flown inside the Ni tubing at a rate of 25 sccm 
(sccm denotes standard cubic centimeter per minute). The applied 
voltage was about 2 kV and current about 1.5 mA.

Estimation of the Size Distribution: The size distribution was obtained 
by computational treatment (thresholding) using the free software 
ImageJ[26] from the TEM image given in the inset of Figure 1. Due to the 
different light background intensity, the size distribution was estimated 
on four distinct areas and Figure 1 represents the sum of those four 
areas. A total of 422 particles on a surface of 110 958.4 nm2 were 
analyzed.

First-Principles Calculations: The electronic and geometrical properties 
of the Si-NCs were obtained within density functional theory at the 
PBE level of theory[39,40] using the LANL2DZdp basis set[41,42] with 
polarization functions for all nonhydrogen atoms, namely, Si[43] and 
O.[44,45] The total energy calculations were converged with a precision 
of 10−7 a.u. All Si-NCs were fully relaxed and the structure optimization 
was carried out until the maximum norm of the gradient dropped below 
1 × 10−5 a.u. The tight convergence criteria ensured well-converged 
electronic and geometrical structures. All calculations were carried 
out using the quantum chemistry package TURBOMOLE.[46] To ensure 
the robustness of the results, especially the charge transfer, obtained 

Adv. Funct. Mater. 2017, 1701898

Figure 5. a) Charge and b) absolute strain averaged over nearest neighbor Si shells, where the innermost shell is denoted by 1. c) Absolute movement 
of the bands for d = 2.9 nm with 0% and 100% OH coverage. d) Quasi-band structure for the Si-NC with d = 2.9 nm and hydrogen passivation without 
and with imposed external strain similar to 100% OH coverage.
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using the pure DFT functional (PBE), the calculated charge transfer 
was checked against results obtained at the PBE0[47,48] level of theory. 
The differences, however, were found to be only very minor (see the 
Supporting Information).

Quasi-Band Structure: For finite-sized systems with broken 
translational symmetry, standard band structure theory could not be 
applied; an approximate band structure for finite-sized objects, such 
as the nanocrystals studies here, could be obtained by considering the 
k-space resolved density of states (DOS) for each molecular orbital.[6,30,31] 
Here, a Green’s function technique was used to calculate the DOS where 
the thermal broadening of the discrete energy eigenstates was taken 
into account which led eventually to the formation of quasi-continuous 
bands in the finite-sized NCs. To calculate the k-space DOS, the spectral 
representation of the retarded Green’s function was used 

G E
E

ˆ( )
|

i
,∑ µ µ

η ε=
〈

+ − µµ  
(2)

where |μ〉 is the energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian Ĥ  to the eigenvalue 
εμ and η > 0 an infinitesimal quantity. Here η could be kept finite, as 
a phenomenological parameter accounting for the broadening of the 
energy eigenstates; however, as the thermal broadening of the DOS was 
taken explicitly into account, this would not be necessary. The Green’s 

function was related to the (local) DOS by E G E( ) 1Im[ ( )]ρ π= −µ µµ .  

To obtain the k-space information, ref. [31] was followed and the 

real space functions φ µ=µ( ) |rr rr  were projected onto plane waves 

∫ ∫φ µ φ= =µ µ
⋅( ) d | | d e ( )ikk kk rr kk kk kk rrkk rr . With this, Equation (2) could be 

written for a selected MO μ in terms of rr( )φµ
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k k
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φ φ

η ε
( ) ( )

= + −µ
µ µ
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( , ; )

i
,

*

G E
E

 
(3)

and the k-space resolved density of states for MO μ at temperature  
T = 0 K could be expressed as 

k kρ ε π ε( )= −  µ µ( , ; ) 1Im , ;E G E
 

(4)

where nondiagonal terms in k-space arising due to the broken 
translational symmetry were neglected.[49] For finite temperatures, the 
energy-dependent k-space resolved DOS at temperature T is given as 
the convolution of the negative energy derivative of the Fermi function f′ 
(E − E1, T) = −∂f(E − E1, T)/∂E with the DOS at T = 0 K 

k kN E T E E f E E T( , ; ) d ( , ; ) ( , ),1 1∫∑ ρ ε= × ′ −
µ

µ
−∞

∞

 
(5)

which follows directly from the definitions of the electron density 

∫ ρ= −
−∞

∞
( , ) d ( ) ( , )1 1 1n E T E E f E E T  and thermodynamic density of states 

N(E, T) = ∂n(E, T)/∂E at a given temperature T.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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